
H
arold Poster is
largely forgotten
these days, yet he
was one of the best

known men in Brighton for
two decades.

Poster (rhymes with Foster
rather than toaster) gradually
built up a diverse range of
companies in London dealing
in everything from furniture to
air conditioning under the
overall business name of AVP.

After 20 years he started to
move into Brighton. He picked
up the declining West Pier
company for a bargain base-
ment sum in the 1960s.

Poster bought a trio of
notable seafront hotels – the
Bedford (which had been
recently rebuilt after a fire), the
Norfolk and the Metropole.

He sold the Norfolk to the
Feld family who made a repu-
tation for themselves and the
hotel as flamboyant and fun.

The Bedford he left alone
but Poster had great plans for
the Metropole, which had been
the biggest hotel in town ever
since it was built in the 1890s.

Poster saw more clearly than
anyone at the time that the
bucket and spade era was
over and that Brighton had
to find other visitors than
those who spent a summer
fortnight by the sea.

Conservationists
feared he would
pull down the
Metropole but
instead he
expanded it
greatly.

He spoiled the
delicate façade
designed by architect
Alfred Waterhouse by
building a rooftop restaurant.
Much more significantly, he
extended the Metropole at the
back, providing conference
rooms and exhibition space.

To cap it all he built Sussex
Heights, still the highest build-
ing in Brighton at 330ft.
Even its few admirers might
admit it is in the wrong place.

Poster proposed demolition
of The Grand but luckily the
Government listed it.

He planned a casino and
other attractions for the West
Pier but they were rejected out
of hand by the council.

Then he lost interest and the
building deteriorated sharply
so that in 1970 the seaward
end had to be closed.

The rest of the pier was
deemed dangerous in 1975
when it closed completely,

never to open again.
Not one to forsake a
grand gesture,

Poster offered it to
the council for a
pound. He prom-
ised payment of
£250,000 over
five years for ren-

ovation if the
council undertook

the task but to its eter-
nal discredit, it refused.

Poster explained all in
a typically bombastic interview
with Peter Gavan, my prede-
cessor as political reporter
on the Argus who had a good
line in predictions.

He forecast in 1975 after
seeing Poster’s florid unhealthy
appearance that the millionaire
mogul would be dead within a
year and so he was.

The hotels were sold to
Lonhro before eventually
going their separate ways. The
Bedford is now a Holiday Inn
and the Metropole was taken

over by Hilton. Meanwhile the
Norfolk became a Mercure.

No one wanted to buy the
pier and ownership reverted to
the Crown before a trust was
formed to buy it for a nominal
sum. Schemes to restore it
have come and gone and there
is remarkably little of it left.

Poster was a rough and

ready businessman who got
things done, both good and
bad. He had the right ideas for
Brighton’s conference future
and was a great supporter
of Brighton Festival.

But his architectural legacy
to the city is a mucked-up
hotel, an ugly tower block and
a ruined pier.

This picture
was taken at
the old Black
Rock open-air
swimming pool,
Brighton, during
the summer
of 1957.
The two life-
guards are
Brighton Tigers
ice hockey
stars, player
coach Fred Denny and Larry Winder. With them is actress
Shani Wallis who later starred in the hit musical Oliver!
John Denyer, who sent the picture in, says there was a close
connection between lifeguards and the Tigers.
Mike O’Brien, Bob Braganola, Bob Wood and Lea Hardy
were also lifeguards in the 1950s. In 1964, trainer and former
goal minder Nobby Richardson took over at Saltdean Lido.
Anyone with Tigers pictures or memorabilia should contact
John on jonnydd@ntlworld.com or on 07752 573163.
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